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Busy Baby Animals Busy Books
A thick board book with padded covers features color photographs of baby animals
busy at work, including squirrels, beavers, and others.
Busy Blocks is an exciting learning series that teaches fun facts, basic vocabulary and
picture-word association. The bonus jigsaw puzzles complement the book and will
develop a child's motor and spatial skills. In this book, children will discover baby
animals with words and pictures, and then have fun with the block puzzles. Rotate and
match shapes, patterns and pictures to reveal six cute baby animals: duckling, panda
cub, puppy, lamb, kitten, and lion cub.
Get ready for a multisensory treat! Beginning readers can run their fingers through the
fleece of a woolly lamb, touch the soft fur of a baby polar bear, and even feel the
smooth shell of a baby turtle. Featuring fun textures on every colorful spread, this book
will keep children busy learning through touch. What's more, they will enjoy lifting the
flaps to find out all about their favorite baby animals. Which baby animals hatch from
eggs? What do they eat? Little ones will learn this and much more in this fact-filled and
texture-rich book, just right for little eyes and hands!
BEST GIFT IDEA FOR KIDS, TODDLERS AND CHILDREN'S 100 pages of the best
Animal detailed designs That help your kids, Toddlers, children, Fast coloring to focus,
relax, and improve coloring skills. It features Traditional and non-traditional kids friendly
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Animal Coloring book, and you'll find different types. (Decorative, Wild Animal,
Domestic Animal, Ocean Animal, Bird and more.So there is plenty to keep you
entertained. Features Easy and Different Animal Pages Single-sided pages to reduce
the bleed-through problem and to give you the ability to cut and decorate your home
with your own masterpieces. Large Size 8,5 x 11 inches. An opportunity to look inside
yourself at your feelings and understand them. Can be One of the best gifts for any
holiday, Birthday gift, or Special Occasion (but you'll want to keep it for yourself!) Kids
will love coloring them all! This is a coloring book with 50 Image 100 pages to color that
keeps little ones busy and entertained for hours.
Prepare to laugh, learn, and lift-the-flaps with Clever Baby Animals: In the Cold! Part of
the new Clever Baby Animals series, this board book pairs humorous text with adorable
illustrations as it introduces toddlers to 5 popular animals who live in the polar regions.
Who's that burrowed in the snow? Who's playing on the mountainside? Who lives on an
iceberg? Bring the Arctic and Antarctic home to your favorite animal-obsessed toddler
with this fun and funny, colorful board book! Look inside to meet animals who live in the
cold like polar bears, arctic foxes, reindeer, and penguins! Bold, colorful illustrations
illuminate these adorable polar animals while spare, humorous text creates the perfect
read-aloud to engage giggling toddlers. A flap on every spread lifts to complete the
story and reveal a surprise visual, making this a book kids will reach for again and
again.
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"This collection presents 20 reproducible rhyming selections that invite young learners
to think about and reflect upon the world around them. Each selection showcases
favorite early-childhood concepts, such as families, Thanksgiving, and
birthdays."--Page 5.
A first novelty board book about Santa's elves helping him get ready for Christmas, with
push, pull and slide mechanisms.Join Santa's elves as they make, wrap, and pack the
presents for Christmas delivery in Busy Elves ! Young children can push, pull and turn
the tabs to help the elves on their way - all ready for Santa to set off on his magical
Christmas Eve journey!Children will love playing with this bright and colourful board
book with gentle rhyming text and wonderful illustrations by Lindsay Dale Scott, part of
the popular Busy Book series.
Push, pull and slide the scenes to race around the dog park in Busy Puppies! Teach all
sorts of puppies how to play fetch, learn new tricks and even make new waggy-tailed
friends in this adorable book. Children will love playing with this bright and colourful
board book with gentle rhyming text and wonderful illustrations by Yi-Hsuan Wu. Part of
the popular Busy Book series, this book is perfect for sharing with little dog-lovers.
Introduce your toddler to the Busy world around them with Busy Zoo, Busy Pets and
Busy Baby Animals.
• A twin-pack of chunky first books for babies, ideal for little hands to hold • Each book has an
extendable cord with a Velcro strap at either endto attach to baby's stroller, highchair, wrist or
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crib, so that wherever baby is, their favorite book is always with them • The text-free pages of
Farm Animals and Zoo Animals are simply illustrated in bold colors to captivate baby's
attention and stimulate their developing senses
Busy Baby AnimalsCampbell Books
From beloved author-illustrator Eric Carle, this brand-new busy book is filled with touch-andfeels, lift-the-flaps, mirrors, and more—sure to endlessly entertain your little ones! This brandnew busy book featuring Eric Carle’s bright, colorful artwork is jam-packed with interactive
activities to keep little hands busy. Each page features a different concept, from numbers and
shapes, to colors, animals, and sounds! With a mylar mirror that’s visible through the cover,
glitter, lift-the-flaps, touch-and-feels, and more, this book is sure to be a hit with babies and
parents. It’s a must-have for every Eric Carle collection!
There's no doubt about it: when it comes to kids and their favorite things, nothing scores more
points than baby animals. They're curious, they're cuddly, and let's face it -- they're adorable!
In Busy Baby Animals, young readers will not only have outstanding photos and illustrations to
appreciate, they'll also learn about a variety of baby animals! In each book, the youngster is
whisked away to the baby animal's world. In large, easy-to-read text, readers will learn how the
baby animal takes its first steps, has its first meal, or takes its first bath. Each book also
contains additional information about each animal, acting as a helpful aid to parents and
teachers.
For Ingest Only - Data needs to be cleaned up for all products being loaded
Help toddlers discover and learn about the world with these essential board books. Baby
Animals helps busy, curious toddlers explore their world and develop their vocabulary by
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introducing lots of wonderful words about baby animals and their families. This robust board
book will withstand many happy hours of looking, holding, exploring and reading, while the
playful, witty illustrations will be loved by parents and children alike. A brilliant fold-out surprise
at the end adds a fun recap of all the learning in the book. Also available: 123, Colours, ABC,
Animals, First Words, Shapes, Minibeasts, Feelings
54 Fun Stickers!!! Does your kid love animals? Your kid will have hours of fun and
entertainment with this huge number of adorable images for all kinds of animals. Why You Will
Love This Book Relaxing Coloring Pages. Every page you color will pull you into a relaxing
world where your responsibilities will seem to fade away... Beautiful Illustrations. We've
included over 54 unique images for you to express your creativity and make masterpieces.
Which colors will you choose for this book? Single-sided Pages. Every image is placed on its
own page to reduce the bleed-through problem found in other activity coloring books. Great for
All Skill Levels. You can color every page however you want and there is no wrong way to
color (even if you are a beginner). This Edition of animal stickers is made so you can have fun
coloring and learning at the same time! Color photos of all your favorite animals! This book
includes elephant, tiger, kangaroo, monkey, eagle, scorpion, and many more! Have fun
brightening up the pages of this book as you color your way into the Prehistoric World of the
animals! This is a great buy for a little southern boy or girl.
Meet lots of cute new arrivals in Busy Baby Animals, from lambs and piglets to ducklings and
kittens. Young children can join in by pushing, pulling and turning the tabs to really bring the
baby animals to life!Children will love playing with this bright and colourful board book with
gentle rhyming text and wonderful illustrations by Ag Jatkowska, which is part of the popular
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Busy Book series.Also available: Busy Garage, Busy Builders, Busy Playtime, Busy Beach,
Busy Garden, Busy Airport, Busy Railway, Busy Town, Busy Farm, Busy Bookshop, Busy
Swimming, Busy Fire Station, Busy Zoo, Busy Hairdresser, Busy Pets, Busy Baking, Busy
Park, Busy Farm, Busy Vet, Busy Caf and Busy Nursery
The only thing better than a book about animals is one about adorable baby animals! Kids will
love learning about baby animals and their favorite snacks as they turn the pages and spin the
sturdy wheel to answer the prompts. So, when the baby monkeys are hungry after a long day
of swinging and leaping, children can turn the wheel until the monkeys' favorite snack shows
up on the page! Each spread features a different animal and a different snack to find. This
special format is perfect for keeping little hands and curious minds busy and engaged. The
colorful board pages are bright, busy, and playful, which are all perfect ways to keep toddlers
engaged. This book's sturdy construction can handle the rough-and-tumble life of a toddler!
Other books in this series include Busy Shapes, Busy Christmas, Busy Numbers, and Busy
Colors. Collect them all!
Mommy and Me Coloring Book for Kids by Howling Wolf Coloring Books This big, cute book for
children contains a collection of 30 !!! fun and beautiful illustrations showing a unique cartoon
Animal Mothers with their Babies in a variety of scenes. This large gorgeous book is sure to
please anyone who loves Cute Animal Babies in their Mama's hug and will provide hours of
fun, stress relief, creativity, and relaxation. It's the perfect mommy and baby bonding coloring
book. See the back cover for an example of what you can expect inside this coloring book!
Each page is ready to be filled with color so dig out your little one's favorite pencils, gel pens or
crayons and let them color away, or scribble if they prefer! This is a great way for your little
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ones to explore their creativity and have some fun coloring! Great for children who already
show an interest in drawing. An excellent way to relax, unwind and occupy a busy mind. The
perfect way to hone drawing skills and perfect line technique. Keeps kids busy for hours. Great
for keeping the mind focused and sharp. Increase hand to eye coordination. Perfect for long
car rides, airplane travels, train rides or any place you find yourself waiting. Mom and Baby
Animals Colouring Book for Children contains: Single-Sided coloring pages to prevent bleedthrough. 30 Cool & Funny Cartoon Baby Animals & their Moms pictures with cute backgrounds
- no repeats Animals included: Dog, Cat, Elephant, Giraffe, Lion, Bear, Horse, Owl, Deer and
more. Original artist designs, high resolution. Large 8.5" x 11" (21cm x 29.7cm) MEGA size
book (A4). Big clear pictures. Printed on bright white, 60 lb stock. Durable premium glossy
cover. Incredibly Fun and Relaxing, this coloring book will entertain your kids for hours. Makes
a great gift/present for all Baby Animals Lovers for Birthdays, Christmas, Easter etc...! So grab
your copy today! And don't forget to check my other activity books and find the perfect one that
will suit you, or would be ideal for that special gift for a loved one. My books carry a range of
different coloring books and you will undoubtedly find the right one for you by checking through
my different and exciting graphic options. Check - Howling Wolf Coloring Books !!!
This fantastic coloring book is kids explores, celebrates, and highlights some of the coolest,
most awe-inspiring aspects of nature and turns them into extraordinary coloring pages for kids.
This new coloring book is published by education experts, bestselling creators, and coloring
book specialists.If you are looking for a seriously fun and totally cool coloring book, packed
with amazing animals for a kid who loves to color, then BABIES OF THE ANIMAL WORLD
Animal Coloring Book is the book for you! This simple and fun activity can help greatly in the
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development of your children. Your child, or any child in your life, will love to celebrate their
love of learning by filling the pages of this classic coloring book with bright colors. Give them a
great activity that sparks their creativity and keeps them busy and entertained for hours. The
BABIES OF THE ANIMAL WORLD Animal Coloring Book for Kids ?.Animals Coloring Books
?.Beautiful illustrations. ?.Best for all skill levels. ?.Digital copy. ? .High-Quality Image. Please
Click the cover to see what's inside! BABIES OF THE ANIMAL WORLD Animal Coloring Book
are also perfect for: ?Summer Camp/Summer Travel. ?Gifts for Any Animal Lover. ?Birthday
Gifts. ?Graduation Gifts. ?End of School Year Gifts.
Fun and creative activities to stimulate your toddler every day of the year The Toddler's Busy
Book contains 365 screen-free activities for one-and-a-half- to three-year-olds using things
found around the home. It shows parents and daycare providers how to: Prevent boredom
during the longest stretches of rainy days with ideas for indoor play, kitchen activities, and arts
and crafts projects. Stimulate your child's natural curiosity with entertaining math, language,
and motor-skills activities. Encourage your child's physical, mental, and emotional growth with
fun music, food, water, and outdoor activities. Celebrate holidays and other occasions with
special projects and activities. Keep toddlers occupied during long car trips or crosstown
errands. The Toddler's Busy Book is written with warmth and sprinkled with humor and insight.
It should be required reading for anyone raising or teaching toddlers.
Celebrates the common traits shared by babies and dogs, revealing how both sit, play ball,
cuddle, and smile.
Children learn with Baby Dolphin as his mommy teaches him to swim on his back, catch food
and leap into the air. Baby Dolphin's Busy Day, a 16-page sturdy board book, is part of
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Soundprints' Baby Animals series, which teaches kids that young animals depend on their
Mommies and Daddies just as much as young children. Dolphin's Busy Day offers a delightful
story complemented by rare photographs of a mommy dolphin affectionately caring for her
baby, a combination that is sure to excite all little learners!
54 Animal Stickers For Kids!!! Does your kid love animals? Your kid will have hours of fun and
entertainment with this huge number of adorable images for all kinds of animals. Why You Will
Love This Book Relaxing Coloring Pages. Every page you color will pull you into a relaxing
world where your responsibilities will seem to fade away... Beautiful Illustrations. We've
included over 54 unique images for you to express your creativity and make masterpieces.
Which colors will you choose for this book? Single-sided Pages. Every image is placed on its
own page to reduce the bleed-through problem found in other activity coloring books. Great for
All Skill Levels. You can color every page however you want and there is no wrong way to
color (even if you are a beginner). This Edition of animal stickers is made so you can have fun
coloring and learning at the same time! Color photos of all your favorite animals! This book
includes elephant, tiger, kangaroo, monkey, eagle, scorpion, and many more! Have fun
brightening up the pages of this book as you color your way into the Prehistoric World of the
animals! This is a great buy for a little southern boy or girl.
Have fun using more than 60 stickers to learn all about the world of baby animals. Each reusable sticker also comes with its own mini version. Jam-packed with fun facts, activities and
quizzes, this sticker activity book will keep you busy for hours. What are you waiting for? Get
sticking!

This adorable little book contains lots of cute and funny baby animals in many different
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poses and situations to please any kid who simply loves animals! Features include:
Specially created for kids aged 2 to 6 years old. Beginner friendly high quality drawings
50 pages to color in and keep the little ones entertained and busy for hours! Each
drawing is printed on one side of pure white paper. The underside is empty with a
border. Kids can use this to doodle anything creative that comes to their minds.
A first novelty board book for young children about a day at the park, with push, pull
and turning mechanisms.With lots to see, in Busy Park children can join in by pushing,
pulling and turning the tabs to experience a day out at the park. Visit the playground,
spots lots of different animals and have a picnic. Children will love playing with this
bright and colourful board book with gentle rhyming text and wonderful illustrations by
Louise Forshaw, which is part of the Busy Book series.Also available: Busy Garage,
Busy Builders, Busy Playtime, Busy Beach, Busy Garden, Busy Airport, Busy Railway,
Busy Town, Busy Farm, Busy Bookshop, Busy Swimming, Busy Fire Station, Busy Zoo,
Busy Hairdresser, Busy Pets, Busy Baking and Busy Farm
Busy Kids Activity Packs are great for kids on the move! Baby Animals Activity Pack
includes a variety of over 100 colorful and photographic, reusable stickers, and four foldout scenes which can be used to create different sticker pictures. The packs are perfect
for keeping children entertained on trips or long journeys, and the reusable stickers
mean that children can recreate sticker pictures again and again!
This book would be good for child to color.It is cute and easy to color. This color book
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was funny.This book is suitable for the one who are favorite in animals and they can
learn in different style and make creativity. This coloring book is wonderful. The details
are not where it's too busy; but with enough room to color within with a sharpened
colored pencil. Check them out and get this book if you love dark, Have fun!
Meet baby animals from around the world! Baby animals aren't just cute--they get up to
lots of interesting activities, too! In this adorable board book, readers will meet babies
climbing, babies dining, babies cruising, babies grooving, babies with their families, and
more. Stunning photographs from award-winning wildlife photographer Suzi Eszterhas
showcase the lives of baby animals and their families in the wild and are paired with
simple, rhyming text, giving young readers a chance to learn about new animals while
giggling along with the babies' antics. Great for animal lovers, this is a playful,
accessible introduction to wild animals from around the world.
Have fun with your own busy baby exploring the bright touch-and-feel pages in this
interactive book. Follow the busy baby in the red car as she journeys across the pages
all the way from the jungle and the farm back home, and then listen to the specially
composed baby music on the accompanying CD. The perfect soundtrack to a baby's
busy day of exploration, and fun to use in the car or at home.
54 Stickers Animals Coloring Book!!! Does your kid love animals? Your kid will have
hours of fun and entertainment with this huge number of adorable images for all kinds
of animals. Why You Will Love This Book Relaxing Coloring Pages. Every page you
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color will pull you into a relaxing world where your responsibilities will seem to fade
away... Beautiful Illustrations. We've included over 54 unique images for you to express
your creativity and make masterpieces. Which colors will you choose for this book?
Single-sided Pages. Every image is placed on its own page to reduce the bleed-through
problem found in other activity coloring books. Great for All Skill Levels. You can color
every page however you want and there is no wrong way to color (even if you are a
beginner). This Edition of animal stickers is made so you can have fun coloring and
learning at the same time! Color photos of all your favorite animals! This book includes
elephant, tiger, kangaroo, monkey, eagle, scorpion, and many more! Have fun
brightening up the pages of this book as you color your way into the Prehistoric World
of the animals! This is a great buy for a little southern boy or girl.
TheBusy Kids Sticker Activity Books come with over 100 stickers! The Baby Animals
StickerActivity Book combines photography and graphic artwork in an informativeand
stimulating way. Each page is packedfull of fun activities with stickers to find, scenes to
finish and crazy mazesto complete! Each book has over 100 cute and colorful stickers
for children touse in the book or wherever they want!
This simple and fun activity can help greatly in the development of your children. Your
little ones will love 50 ANIMALS FOR TODDLER COLORING BOOK, designed
especially for tiny hands, a book that's packed with more than 50 animals for fun.They
will spend hours coloring it.. With its heavy, chunky black lines--are eye-catching and
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child-friendly.. Filled with easily recognizable pictures like a cute dog, a little cat,
charming frog, farm animals, dinosaurs, sea animals and more.... A variety of animals,
every day to help toddlers practice recognition.. This is a coloring book with 100 pages
and 50 animals to color that keeps little ones busy and entertained for hours...
Whether they're dashing, splashing, munching, or crunching, baby animals are everexploring! At home in their natural habitats, baby animals learn about the world that
surrounds them. When the fun is done, it's time for baby animals to go to sleep. After
all, every baby animal has to rest. Full of action, sound effects, and patterned text, each
story features the adorable antics and accurate behavior of six wild animal babies: tiger,
elephant, giraffe, rhinoceros, panda, and gorilla. This 64-page, beautifully designed
story book is perfect for bedtime.
$10.32 $5.99 FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY Fun ways to teach kids about animals (Fun
Animals Story For Kids) -Let them color all the creatures in this fun and original coloring
book. -Each page contains high quality images for little ones to color + GAMES AND
ACTIVITIES FOR KIDS (Find Differences Games, Word Games and Mazes) -Your
child, or any child in your life, will love to celebrate their love of learning by filling the
pages of this coloring book with bright colors. Give them a great activity that sparks
their creativity and keeps them busy and entertained for hours. -This coloring book is a
great value at 60 PAGES long. Each page contains one or more high quality images for
little ones to color. BUY THIS BOOK NOW, AND ENJOY QUALITY TIME WITH YOUR
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KIDS.
Welcome to the busy, bustling construction site! The bright and playful board pages
feature â??â??lots of trucks, cranes, bulldozers, and diggers. The Clever Wheels
format includes a sturdy spinning wheel mechanism for toddlers to play as they learn.
The colorful illustrations and interactive format is a perfect way to keep toddlers
engaged. Preschoolers are not only introduced to numbers and shapes, they will also
develop fine motor skills. An ideal 2-in-1 series.
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